May 16, 2014

ALL ACADEMIC SENATE MEMBERS
academic-senate@ucdavis.edu list

Colleagues,

On Tuesday, June 3, 2014, the Representative Assembly will vote on whether or not it supports implementation of the Step Plus Proposal. This vote will determine whether or not the campus can move forward with Step Plus implementation in 2014-15.

Please review a new Step Plus Proposal guidelines document which provides: 1) a description of the Step Plus Proposal, 2) proposed guidelines for a 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 step or more merit/promotion increase, and 3) a sample salary scale reflecting half steps and the recommended temporary supplements for advancements of a 1.5 step or greater. Please take the time to read these documents and discuss the Step Plus Proposal with your Departmental Representative to the Representative Assembly before June 3rd. Please visit our Step Plus Proposal web site for additional information.

Finally, we have created a Frequently Asked Questions – Step Plus Proposal (FAQ) list. Please e-mail your Step Plus Proposal questions to: academicsenateoffice@ucdavis.edu. We will work to answer questions received and will use the questions/answers to update the FAQ site as appropriate.

Sincerely,

Bruno Nachtergaele, Chair
Davis Division of the Academic Senate
Professor: Mathematics
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